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The article is devoted to the issues of modeling production processes based on integration with communication
processes at an industrial enterprise. The reference points on which they are based are presented, indicating the
development of the integration process. The expediency of searching for specific shared fields between business
and communication processes has been proven. This will create conditions for the most efficient implementation
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Статья посвящена вопросам моделирования производственных процессов на основе интеграции с
процессами коммуникации, происходящими на предприятии. Представлены реперные точки, на которых
они основываются, свидетельствующие о развитии процесса интеграции. Доказана целесообразность
поиска конкретных линий сопряжения между бизнес- и коммуникационными процессами, что позволит
создавать условия для наиболее эффективного выполнения процессов, реализация которых направлена
на достижение конкретных стратегических целей предприятия.
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Improving competitiveness is now a cherished goal of all enterprises without exception. Weak
enterprises aspire to make a transition away from weak manageability, chaotic practices, and burning
deadlines to a state of systemic, well-managed, transparent activity, thus make the company
controllable, efficient, and highly competitive. Strong companies strive to overcome difficulties on
the market and to improve their own efficiency. Many people think about what constantly gets in the
way of their work, where and when time is wasted, what information is constantly lacking to complete
the task, how to change production processes so that they become more budgetary, less timeconsuming, and comfortable from the point of view of the subjects. Both weak and strong enterprises
want to achieve customer satisfaction, create the products and services to meet their needs by
constantly improving all elements of their work at all stages, and to achieve stable, predictable results
at the lowest cost and with the best financial performance.
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Achievement of these goals is facilitated by processes that ensure clear, consistent, complete, and
efficient execution of tasks, leading to the desired results. Consideration of processes not as a
combination of individual functions, but as a set of actions determined by the goals of the enterprise,
directly affects the quality of the product [4]. Such consideration results in the integration of two main
processes at an enterprise: the production process and the communication process, which has a
positive effect on employees, suppliers and, as a result, on customers.
A number of studies by domestic and foreign scholars are devoted to the process approach,
methods of describing processes, and technologies for their implementation. Most studies note that a
process is a repetitive sequence of actions, that repetition being a key feature of any process.
Meanwhile, the national standard GOST ISO 9001–2015, uses the process approach (PDCA – “Plan
– Do – Check – Act”), which allows an organization to plan its processes and their interaction,
evaluate these processes and make changes that somehow limits the concept of “repeatability”. The
implementation of this cycle allows the enterprise to identify and use opportunities for improvement
[2]. The reliance on the fact that “Any consistent formalization turns out to be fundamentally
incomplete since any change in a formalized concept generates a class of new meaningfully true ...
sentences” allows using the concept of “sequence of actions” as synonymous with the traditional one
[9].
Considering that in a highly competitive environment we have to reach a fundamentally new
qualitative level of production activity, we believe that the key element in the process is not repetition
but a chain of actions that lead to the desired results. This property makes it possible to improve
processes. That is, if business processes previously meant something stable, repeatable, the same from
year to year (annual planning, 4 times a year - a quarterly report), today the concept of the process
approach has changed. Nothing is stable and repeatable; on the contrary, everything changes on the
fly. The rapid development of technology changes production processes almost every minute. What
about communication processes? Are those repeatable? Their constant existence is not repetition.
In addition, it now seems impossible to control the process thinking about the present. While
previously enterprises were only content with maintaining repetitive processes, in the 21st century,
any process must be directed towards the future, otherwise the enterprise may lose its market share,
customers, opportunities and, as a result, will be losing money because the modern world is described
by the following relationship: the rate of change tends to infinity, whereas the interval between
transitions from one state to another tends to zero. This means that everything has to undergo everfaster changes and there is almost never an opportunity to repeat previously achieved success. The
production process that is not transformed in time, that is not augmented with new elements, and is
not built upon new organizational ties, quickly deteriorates, and loses its importance for the market
every day. To prevent this from happening, it is necessary to understand clearly how the production
process is organized today, finding quantitative metrics for qualitative indicators. Organizational
costs for performing routine (repetitive) processes should be minimized. Reasonable automation
contributes to minimizing costs by giving more than it takes away and contributing to quality
improvement. Minimizing costs can also be achieved using the critical chain method when those
operations that are necessary to accelerate are singled out [3]. In addition, the Kano model can be
employed, when all consumer characteristics of the product are decomposed into several groups to
highlight those that require investment, but do not affect consumer satisfaction [10].
Today, when the life cycle of any product has shortened, no innovative technology brings a longterm competitive advantage, instead quickly becoming commonplace, and even mistakes are not the
same (they are now called ‘lessons learned’), the need to combine production processes with
communication is clearly evident. Thus, the task of transforming the model of the production process
and the algorithm for describing it seems to be very timely.
In these conditions, it is necessary to single out the main “end-to-end” production process and
correlate it with the communication process [7].
The integration of production and communication processes at an enterprise, designed to improve
the main indicators of the enterprise, presupposes certain changes in existing business processes.
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The process approach to managing an organization is about considering the activities of any
company as a system of interrelated and interacting processes to obtain the best results, improve
efficiency and ensure customer satisfaction [8]. It is broadly known that each process has certain
resources at the “input”, which are the basis for creating a product that is at the “output”. It is believed
that the interaction of all resources involved in a particular business process is carried out at a high
integration level [5]. The interconnection of production processes with communication processes
plays a special role since they function together in the production process. Moreover, communication
processes can transform control, inputs and outputs of business processes [6].
The company’s focus on increasing the value of the product and customer satisfaction allows the
development of flexibility and adaptability of the enterprise and allows quick response to signals from
the external environment and the development of communication processes in the internal
environment [1]. For the development of integration mechanisms, it is necessary to define the
sequence clearly: to see what is at the input, what is at the output, what transfers one process to
another, and how they are interconnected.
The integration of processes, the search for specific common areas between them will create
conditions for the implementation of the strategic goals of the enterprise. It is important to find the
so-called reference points on which the scale of measurements is based, indicating the development
of integration production processes.
Such points, in our opinion, are the following:
Problem statement. Set the key objective that prompts the application of the process approach.
Build a diagram of the problem area, which does not only set tasks, but also explains the relationships
between them. This will help to clarify the goals of the process.
Employee involvement. Make use of the energy of all participants in the production process.
Discuss problems, principles of cooperation, identify the process itself, develop regulations – all this
contributes to an increase in value. In an enterprise, there are many unstructured communications,
informal relationships, which are indispensable. It is essential to emphasize those chains of actions
that are important for the production process.
Process architecture. Determine the composition of the production process, the main chain of
actions, starting from the procurement of raw materials and materials, logistics, production, sales,
delivery to customers, after-sales service, etc. For each element of the process, it is necessary to
understand what happens at the “input”, and at the “output”. Describe the accompanying
communication processes. Then depict all this as a process map. This enables one to see the broad
picture of the integrated manufacturing process.
Determination of boundaries. The traditional boundaries of the production process are perceived
as the points at which the inputs and outputs of the actual production and communication processes
interact. Responding to signals conditioned by the interests and criteria of the participants (outputs of
the communication process) provides productive actions to achieve the goal (inputs of the production
process). Thus, communication processes determine the boundaries of production processes. It is then
necessary to define the sequence: to find what is at the input, what is at the output, what transfers one
process to another, and how they are interconnected.
Communication. Within the production process, communication is a foundation for coordinating
the actions of project participants. Undoubtedly, ensuring the timely collection, generation, storage
and distribution of the necessary information is a very important resource for the production process.
However, as a reference point, communication interaction is of particular importance, since it
generates informal communication, which, in turn, contributes to the improvement of the production
process due to the tacit knowledge possessed by the subjects of the process. New motives appear, the
participants understand whether there are enough resources for organizing this integrated process,
production rates, rates of material consumption, rates of use of certain resources, which will provide
an orientation towards creating “outputs” taking into account the interests and criteria of people
involved in the communication process at the input”. Continual measurement of the progress of the
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process on a number of indicators, and their adjustment is necessary in order for the process to
improve (table1).
Table 1 – Checklist for organizing reference points
Reference points
1. Problem
statement.
2. Employee
involvement.

3. Process
architecture.

4. Determination
of boundaries.

5. Communication.

Production process
Scheme of the problem area,
which indicates not only the
tasks, but also the relationship
between them.
Process identification,
identification of the “chains” of
activities that are important to the
production process.

Communication process
Definition of the key task,
which encourages the
process approach.
A clear statement of goals.
Discussion of problems,
principles of cooperation;
Development of
regulations

Determination of the composition
of the production process:
procurement of raw materials and
supplies, logistics, production
itself, sales, customer delivery,
after-sales service, etc.
Determination of the movement
of resources within and outside
the process (inputs and outputs);
identification of initiating and
terminating events.
Ensuring a rational combination
of all stages of production of the
final product

Creation of a "Process
Map", allowing one to see
the overall picture of the
integrated production
process.
Agreement on
requirements for
inputs/outputs; formulate
initiating and terminating
events.
Ensuring the exchange of
knowledge between the
participants in the process

Conditions for integration
Process map.

Taking into account not
only structured
communications, but also
informal relationships
between participants in the
process.
Ensuring “transparency”.

Communication with the
owners of the respective
supplier and consumer
processes.
Ensuring the timely
collection, generation,
storage, and distribution of
necessary knowledge.

The creation of a production process based on selected reference points makes it possible to
maximize the use of the energy of all its participants and to coordinate their actions, which leads to
an increase in the value of the product.
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